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We studied collagen fiber organization in tissue affected by pelvic organ prolapse (POP)

and compared it to asymptomatic controls. Both the control and POP tissue biopsies

were prepared and measured by a highly sensitive quantitative phase imaging (QPI)

system, called spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM). Combined with automatic

image processing, this modality provides quantitative, high-throughput assessment

of fiber morphology. We found the fiber orientation in prolapsed specimens is less

homogeneous, indicating an abnormal organization of collagen in the extracellular

matrix (ECM).
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INTRODUCTION

Pelvic organ prolapse (POP) is a common disorder in women, characterized by a loss of support
for pelvic organs: uterus, bladder, vaginal, and rectum. [1]. According to a study conducted at
Ohio State University, approximately 200,000 women per year were found to have undergone
surgery for prolapse related symptoms in the United States alone [2]. While the types of POP
are described primarily by the location of the most affected organ, the underlying changes to
pelvic organ support structures and to the composition of the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins
that provide much of the fibrillar support for those structures is believed to be similar. With
the progress made in rejuvantive medical therapies (e.g., stem cell derived therapy), a proper
understanding of the characteristics of pelvic floor connective tissue will potentially change POP
from a surgically managed condition into a condition that can be treated in a less invasive manner.
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The uterosacral ligament (USL) is one of the main
components of uterine support [3]. While its overall composition
is pleomorphic, it maintains a consistent relationship with
the uterine cervix at its distal end. The composition of the
distal USL has been documented to be rich in collagen and
elastin with a relative paucity of muscle fibers [3]. This makes
the distal USL an interesting target to study the changes in
collagen and elastin fibrillar composition in women with POP
compared to asymptomatic controls. Moreover, the USL can
be obtained consistently at its insertion onto the cervix during
vaginal hysterectomy, ensuring that tissue composition will not
be impacted by sampling error.

In the past, immunohistochemical studies have shown a
change in collagen and elastin content with a higher percentage
of immature collagen fibrils in POP patients. However, there is a
paucity of data on fibril organization. Conventional techniques,
although provide high specificity, generally require repeated
antibody labeling and background quenching [4]. Moreover,
these imaging methods requires grinding up the specimen and
breaking the tissue down into components to be separated, which
potentially masks the important changes in organization.

Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) is an emerging imaging
modality, proven valuable in studying various cells and tissues
[5, 6]. QPI measures the optical pathlength (OPL)map associated
with a sample as an intrinsic contrast mechanism, and, as
a result, transparent biospecimens, such as cells and tissues,
can be clearly visualized without concerns regarding exogenous
staining. In the past decade, this label-free imaging field has
quickly expanded and shown remarkable performance in many
fields of research, such as cell biology [7–10], neuroscience
[11, 12], immunology [13], and more recently, clinical studies
[14–18]. Since the OPL is essentially the product of refractive
index difference and local thickness, the pixel values of a QPI
image are not subject to settings of the instrument (e.g., camera
exposure time and illumination intensity), nor the staining
intensity. On the other side, the OPL directly reports on
biophysical properties of a specimen, which adds additional value
to histopathology [19]. More specifically, local phase fluctuations
inform onmorphological alterations with nanoscale sensitivity in
the studied object, which could be used as a marker for diagnosis.

Spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM) [20] is one
successful QPI implementation. By attaching an external module
to an existing microscope, SLIM carries all the merits of
QPI, and it is also compatible with other imaging modalities
(e.g., fluorescent imaging) with high temporal stability. In
addition, using a broadband light as the illumination source,
SLIM significantly reduces the speckles commonly seen in
laser QPI systems, which substantially enhances the spatial
sensitivity [21, 22].

In this study, we combine SLIM and image processing
algorithms to investigate properties of USL biopsies. A total of
12 USL, with 8 prolapsed samples, were scanned by a SLIM tissue
scanner. The patients are diagnosed with severe prolapse (stage
3 or 4) using POP-Q staging system [23]. Next, an automated
image processing algorithmwas adapted to extract collagen fibers
and several fiber metrics were then calculated for each segmented
fiber. We sought to compare collagen fibril organization in

women with prolapse compared to non-prolapsed controls. Our
aim was to describe any discrete changes to fibril characteristics
which may give insight into the development and progression
of POP.

RESULTS

We analyzed, 4 normal USL specimens and 8 USL from
subjects with stage 3 or greater prolapse from the University
of Illinois Hospital IRB approved study. The specimens were
processed in the UIC tissue bank and stored in liquid nitrogen
at −80◦C, which does not expect to have an impact on optical
properties of tissue [24]. These specimens were scanned by
spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM). The schematic of
the QPI tissue scanner is displayed in Figure 1. This imaging
platform is equipped with a translating XY stage to perform
QPI measurement on unstained tissue slides. SLIM is an
upgrade to an existing phase-contrast microscope and attaches
to its side port. The principle of the modality is described in
Methods. To present a phase map of an entire USL, segmented
SLIM images were collected under a 40x objective (NA =

0.75), and digitally mosaiced afterward. By a systematic design
and GPU computation, the system generated phase images at
approximately 6 frames/s [25]. Figure 2 shows a representative
tissue slice image, where the black arrows indicate the scanning
path. The spatial and temporal stability of SLIM provides
uniform background across the specimen, such that anatomical
features of the tissue were clearly delineated with high contrast
and transverse resolution (inset in Figure 2). These biopsy slides

FIGURE 1 | SLIM upgrades the performance of a conventional phase contrast

microscopy by attaching an external module.
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FIGURE 2 | By employing a translating stage, an unstained tissue slide can be scanned in real-time with great detail.

were next stained with picrosirius red (PSR) and measured again
by polarized light microscopy [26, 27], a conventional technique
to visualize collagen fibers.

Next, to study the alterations in collagen, an automatic
segmentation method was necessary to pick up the fiber
components from the raw phase measurements. To achieve this
goal, we adapted CT-FIRE (curvelet transform- fiber extraction)
method (seeMethods for details about the algorithm). Developed
by Liu et al., this method was applied to study the collagen fiber
alterations in breast cancer tissue measured by second harmonic
generation (SHG) microscopy [28, 29]. After loading a 2D image
of the tissue (Figure 3A), the program generates a detailed map
of extracted fibers overlaid with the input (Figure 3B), and each
fiber’s length, thickness, straightness, and orientation are then
calculated (Figure 3C). Due to SLIM’s high spatial sensitivity, the
imperfection in the background (e.g., uneven layer of mounting
media) would affect the final image quality. These image artifacts
confuse CT-FRIE, and as a result, produces segmentation error,
which mostly presents in the form of short line segments in
no fiber zones, as shown in the overlaid image (Figure 3B).
Certainly, these inaccurate and short broken fibers yield errors
in data analysis. To diminish this effect, only fibers whose length
above 10µmare included in our analysis. For every scannedUSL,
approximately 50 tiles were selected and run by CT-FIRE. The
tiles were evenly chosen across the tissue area to include all fiber
textures. After this, the fiber extraction results from each tile are
assembled to represent the fiber organization of this biopsy. In
addition, we digitally shifted the angle of the fibers, such that

the orientation histogram of each tissue slice is aligned at 90
degrees. Furthermore, the fibermetrics from different tissue slices
are combined to compare the difference between normal and
prolapsed specimens.

Using the segmentation results from SLIM images, we
compared the histograms of the fiber metrics for both normal
and prolapsed specimens. The noticeable difference occurred in
fiber orientation, whose histogram is shown in Figure 4A. This
change, though subtle, is proven to be statistically significant
by running a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at 1% significance level
(p < 0.001). As one can see in Figure 4A, the profile of fiber
orientation with POP is approximately a Gaussian distribution,
indicating fibers aremore likely aligning along a certain direction,
while this appears skewed distributed in normal tissue with more
angles. The difference was found consistent in the PSR stained
images (Figure 4B). Next, the standard deviation of the fiber
orientation was calculated for each tissue slice, and we found,
for both SLIM and PSR images, the prolapsed group shows 3%
narrower in angle distribution (Figure 4C). Due to the small
sample size and tiny separation, the statistical test did not show
a significant difference. The collagen extraction of PSR images
and comparison of the other fiber metrics are included in the
Supplemental Materials.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In summary, SLIM provides a rapid and cost-effective way to
evaluate fibril organization. We measured the collagen fibrils
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FIGURE 3 | Procedure of fiber extraction. CT-FRIE reads a 2D phase image (A) and generates a network of fibers, each rendered a different color and overlaid with

the input image (B), and 4 structural metrics are calculated for individual segmented result (C).

FIGURE 4 | (A) The histogram of fiber orientation segmentation from SLIM images. (B) The histogram of fiber orientation segmentation from PSR images. (C)

Standard deviation of fiber orientation for each tissue slide.

of the USL of both prolapse and asymptomatic controls. We
used SLIM to perform measurements of fiber organization, and
the CT-FIRE method to extract information about individual
fibers. We found that the collagen fibers in sample diagnosed
with POP were more aligned, as compared to the relatively more
homogeneous distribution in the normal tissue samples. Similar
statistical features were found on the same specimen measured
by a conventional histological method. For comparison between
SLIM and picrosirius red stain images, after SLIM imaging, the
tissue slice is removed from the microscope stage, stained and
then placed back. For a large tissue slice, this operation makes
it difficult to register the same field of view in SLIM and PSR
image and perform a parallel comparison of tissue morphology.
Potentially, the issue can be addressed by scanning a stained
tissue with a color independent QPI system, which was recently
demonstrated in our laboratory [30]. Thus, in the future, we will
be able to investigate the alterations in both collagen and non-
collagen components under the same field of view. In addition,
our phase measurement directly provides protein mass density
and scattering properties of the investigated sample [31, 32],
which might be valuable for understanding the mechanism of

tissue organization in women with POP. An evaluation of elastin
fibrils would be very useful to understand these results. We are
currently studying elastin fibril organization and hope to present
our work in the near future.

METHODS

Sample Preparation
The USL was harvested approximately 1 cm from its insertion at
the cervico-uterine junction. This ensures that a similar location
in the USL was obtained from each subject and limited aberrant
results from USL heterogeneity. A 1 × 1 cm specimen was
obtained from each USL and sent to the tissue bank in the
University of Illinois Hospital for tissue banking.

Imaging System
SLIM is a phase-shifting common-path QPI system. The optical
system is realized by attaching a SLIM module (CellVista SLIM
pro, Phi Optics) to the output port of an existing inverted
phase-contrast microscope. At the output of a phase contrast
microscope, two Fourier lenses compose a 4-f system and relay
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the image plane to the detector plane. A liquid crystal spatial
light modulator (SLM) is placed at the back focal plane of
the 1st Fourier lens to provide additional phase shifts between
the scattered (sample) and unscattered (reference) field, in
increments of π /2. The projected pattern on the SLM is precisely
calculated to match the size and position of the phase ring in the
objective pupil. Four intensity images are sequentially collected,
each with a different phase delay, and a quantitative phase map is
then uniquely determined.

To convert SLIM into a polarized light microscope, we
inserted two polarizers in the optical path, one in the illumination
path and the other in front of the camera. The PSR stained sample
was imaged through a bright-field objective.

CT-FIRE
Introduced by Eliceiri and colleagues, CT-FIRE provides a
means to automatically extract individual collagen fibers from
intensity images, and reports descriptive parameters of the
segmented fibers to study tissue organization. After loading it
into the program, a 2D image first goes through a curvelet
transform (CT), a preprocessing step to reduce noise and enhance
features of lines and edges. Next, a fiber extraction (FIRE)
algorithm is implemented to reconstruct a map of collagen
fibers, whose principle is summarized as follow. After applying a
threshold to differentiate between pixels that are potential fibers
and background, nucleation points are chosen by finding the
foreground pixels which have a maximum distance to the nearest
background pixels. Therefore, a network of fibers is obtained

by connecting nucleation points which have only foreground
pixels in between. Finally, the resulting map of fibers is generated
by removing short and dangling fibers, and structural metrics
(length, thickness, orientation, and straightness) are calculated
for each segmented fiber as output.
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